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The was carried out to test the that

bacteria contribute a of the food of

filter in Crawford Lake, Ontario. The

and variations of both groups of are

on one another.

By
14

C-Iabelled bacteria, the tion and

clearance rates of pulex, E... rosea, and Keratella spp were

estimated summer and fall of 1982. These

estimations of and clearence rates on

bacteria an addition to the

literature. bacteria a substantial of

the diet of all four dominant The evidence for

this is based on the tion and clearance rates of the dominant

from 0.400 to 1.000

tion rates of D and D. rosea
-1 -1 5 5

cells.ind hr and 8 lXI0 to 13.9XI0
5

.6XI0

rates of

5
from 8.3XI0 to

-1 -1
cells ind hr • Their clearance rates

-1 -1 -1 -1
ml.ind. hr. and 0.380 to 0.930 ml.ind hr • The and clearance

-1 -1 -1 -1
spp were 600 cell ind. hr and 0 40 ul ind hr

Clearance rates were to the

concentration of food cells and to size

of the animals

is believed that the very short times of

bacteria (3-8 hours) their densities were

controlled in the rates of the dominant in
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Crawford Lake the times of

bacteria and the clearance rates of , it was

estimated that between 16 to 52% and 11 to:35% of the pHotosynthetic

bacteria were consumed·by DapJ1ni;a·pule.x~andD. rosea per day.

The and distribution of

Keratella __'............... , K. cochlearis and bacteria in

Crawford Lake were also the of October, 1981

to December, 1982 The bacteria in the lake, constituted

a source for Which tolerate anaerobic

conditions. in and food to correlate with

the seasonal changes in All four dominant

of were abundant at the lake's surface { winter

and and moved downwards with the thermocline as summer

stratification

bacteria formed a 2 m thick at the

bacterial Jayer

moved and

of thisThe

• In the summer, the bacterial

chemocline

of June to December. The

A vertical shift of O.8m

the

it moved downwards

was recorded

fall

{14.5 to 15.

upper limit of the bacteria in the water column was

controlled dissolved oxygen and sulfide concentrations While their

lower limit was controlled • A maximum bacterio-
-1

concentration of 81 mg Bchl. was recorded on 9

198 The seasonal distribution of bacteria was

associated with zooplankton grazing were oxygen and sulfide concentrations.
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INTRODUCTION

MEROMICTIC LAKES

lakes are lakes in Which some water remains or

wholly unmixed within the main water mass the circulation

1967). The term was coined Findenegg (1935)

in an to describe some Australian lakes Which never mixed to

Which are described below have

of meromictic lakes. However,

of meromixis This is

on differentbeen

a few of them considered the

the bottom. Since then, numerous

below the chemocline results

of water

"'-L'-""..IL.'- L....II..'-JI.lLJI.' and theoxygen

interest, however, because theof

accumulation of sulfides in the monimolimnion This in turn, results in

an unusual of at the

Goehle and Storr ( ) for found that the

in the meromictic Devil's hole lake took at

the chemocline The environment at the chemocline is well

suited for the of bacteria (Sorokin 1969,1970;

Takahashi and Ichimura Parkin and Brock 1981b) In addition

environment should

of theandbetween the

of thisA detailed

there is a

chemocline

therefore be of value in the basic interactions among its

to the

~V~~V.lL£.~.lLJ'~o. For , the role of

food chain and itsbacteria in the
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and dis tribution of would be of to

the of meromictic lakes

B PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA IN ECOSYSTEM

i) Matter Producers

unction with sulfide oxidation in the

of the organic matter is

via the actionor

In meromictic lakes, an

either

of the sulfur bacteria in

to evaluate the nutritive value of

and Takesi (1978) in an

bacteria

1).oandchemocline

that of rotifers (Ibid) Culver and Brunskill (1969)

to

that

•7 per cent crude

• This is

containsmentioned that their

with a caloric value of 5.3

the localized mineralization of

bacteria in the

matter

the nutrients in the zone

which would otherwise be lost to the sediments.

ii) Producers

In recent years, several assessments of of

bacteria have been carried out in order to determine the

of bacteria as in stratified lakes

(Takahashi and Ichimura 1 ; Sorokin 1970; Gorlenko et al 1978; Parkin

and Brock 1981b) Parkin and Brock (1981b) in their on Knaack

Lake found a very low contribution (3.3 to 5.7 per cent) of
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thetic bacteria relative to the total ~-·~~~·~-~ion within the

bacteria in

way ofthe ice cover

oflake However, the

that lake was found to be

for

~"...tI... _ ~.'11 -- ion

A

of

of saline

Lawrence et al (1978)

that

Green Lake were

contrast, Culver and Brunskill (1969)

bacteria in the meromictic

up to 81 per cent of its total annual

contribution of 46 per cent has been

for Waldsea Lake Hammer (1981)

bacteria in the total

lakes. The highest contribution ( 91 per cent of the

and 82 3 per cent of the annual ) was attributed to

bacteria Cohen et a1 1977. Severn (1982)

that bacteria made a substantial contribution to

60 per cent) to the overall of the Crawford Lake

iii) The Food Chain

Shirouzu ( 978) found that green sulfur bacteria at the chemocline seem



to be an food source for This was also

4

others (Northcote and Halsey 1969; Sorokin ; and Walker 1975)

Sorokin (1969) in an excellent showed that was an
-----

effective food source for He also suggested that the

of in Lake Be10vod was the

bacteria and not the of

at the chemoc1ine that the

bacteria were a food source and Ichimura 1968;

Larsson 1971; Guerrero et a1 1978).

Distribution

and (1969) noted that the of the

bacterial in and Lakes in British Columbia

increased in as and the of the

mixo1imnion increased to these authors, the of the

vertical shift in the bacterial was limited

of , H S, and CO Parkin and Brock (
2 2

movement of bacteria and

a diel

it as an effect of

sulfide concentration factor

the to which the bacteria can exist,

while sulfide and dissolved oxygen concentration define the upper

of the bacteria zone and

Ichimura Hammer and Korthals 1982). In

contrast, Culver and Brunskill ( 969) mentioned was the

associated with seasonal and variation of



Green Lake bacteria Almost all of the

5

mentioned bacteria as

anaerobic, whereas from and Shirouzu (1978) and

Goehle and Storr ( showed the of bacteria at a
-I

where oxygen concentration varied from 0 1 to 4 5 mg.l

C. ZOOPLANKTON IN THE AQUATIC FOOD CHAIN

Cladocerans, and rotifers are considered to be in the

in terms of biomass,

and nutrient Porter 1977;

and Likens 1 and Gilbert ( that

the of nutrients is necessary for the

rates the summer months

i) Seasonal and Distribution

Numerous have been on the vertical and seasonal

distribution of

non-stratified lakes g • Melville and

in both stratified and

1981; Edmondson and

1982; Gerritsen whereas a few of them are on meromictic

lakes (Northcote and Has 1969; and Shirouzu 1978; Swift

and Hammer 1979). the cladoceran in

low in winter and near absence among the aestival

can be observed ) Their increases from

adults or res eggs with in



and summer Whereas rotifers are cold and exhibit

6

maxima in winter and 1975). However, he also mentioned

that their seasonal distribution varies among different lakes.

In ~_U_~~'~' seasonal

related to

fluctuations of

variations, most

are

of all in

SPGD and Fernando 1975)

Swift and Hammer (1 ) found no live below the

chemocline and those few found were dead or moribund. Most of the

were above Sm and did not make any in

motion is

and Shirouzu (

restricted in

) mentioned that vertical water

lakes, so that

can at a favorable to their growth also

suggested that bacteria may an role in

the characteristic vertical distribution of in

ii) Filter

Much of the organic matter contained within a lake ecosystem

exists at some time in the form of icles, such as

bacteria, detritus, and aggregates The most common form of
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and

). The1

appendages which retain all or a

matter

environment is filterin this

passage of water

of the

of small, short-lived,

rotifers may be a

and Likens 1979;

that bacteria

because bacteria are more

)

cells

of energy in lake

and Gilbert Sorokin (

are a better food source than

and

of filter is vital in

the

of

flow of energy and matter in

are available on the filter of

a number

et al

1961;

on

species on different of food such as, algae

1973a; and Gilbert 1982; Porter et al 1982),

Burns 1968), and bacteria (Paterson et al 1978;

1979). No such on the filter of

on

) and

of

Sorokin (

~~.J~~._&"_~. The works that couldbeen

on the

bacteria have been those

bacteria have

be considered as the

and Shirouzu (1978) Some of on

bacteria are based on indirect observations,such as 1)

the of at the chemoc1ine and

Ichimura 1968; Culver and 1969; Northcote and 1969;

Larsson 1971) 2) the color of their (Goehle and Storr

Swift and Hammer 3) the inverse

(Guerrero et a1 1

of bacteria and

), and 4) the
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of gut contents (Severn )

However, no information is available on the estimation of

bacteria.onrates of

has been

), Nauwerck (1959)(

to fulfil their

on filterThe main concern with the

to determine the

nutritional

on mixed

of

the filterwas the first to

of

deal of attention. However, most of the studies have

filter

received a

and their tion rates for different food has

.g McMahon and

; Starkweather et al ) where many

variables cannot be simulated To overcome these

been restricted to

; Burns and

were made to determine the rates in

1973a; Gulati Paterson et al 1978; and

It soon became that rates for a.
were variable and were influenced a

Gilbert

nature

number of critical factors, such as 1) size of the animal

1973a; and Hall 1975; Hall et al 1976; Paterson et al 2)

concentration of food 1978; Starkweather et al 1979; Bogdan and

Gilbert 1 , 3) size and of food icles (Gliwicz 1

Starkweather and Gilbert 1978; and Gilbert 1 , 4) variation

, 5) oxygen concentration

ection of food

1959;

), 6) activeand Porter

of

and

Gilbert 1

), and 7) chemical nature of food (Starkweather and
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and Peters (1980) the of food

concentration and size since these two factors were shown to have

a effect on rates in and

1967; Burns 1968) However, demonstration of their effect was

rare in the field 1 and Hall 1975). also

mentioned that calculation of rates in the field was less

than in the because in the field there

be additional food sources other than the labelled one. McMahon and

( found that above a concentration of food cells,

rates of magna were no to

concentration but remained constant showed that the

between the concentration of food and rate of was

similar for a of food to these authors these

lower rates were due to lower retention of the smaller

bacterial cells. Similar on crustaceans and rotifers have been

Gliwicz ( ). Starkweather et al ( ) mentioned that

rates were maximal

values at the food densities tested

iii) Rates:

The measurement of rates of various on a

the entiret

NaB CO to lake water that had been
3

silk to remove anda fine

14
with C

food

net of

their of (Nauwerck 1 ). Problems
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inherent in this method were: 1) the lack of assurance that all
14

of the were labelled with C 2) the

excessively which egestion

may have occurred, and 3) the absence of other and

forms Which may influence the rates

19 ).

Burns and (1967) determined the rates of

in natural waters small of

radioactive cells to unfiltered lake water. (

that if the animals and feed

to

that the

the -passage

5 minutes This

1 for

) for (6-7(1

curves indicated

and D.

time. He also

(4 min ) and Burns and

at zero

thereafter, the rate of food

agrees well with the estimates of Bond (1963 in

time for both

inflection

zero

min.). and Shirouzu ( ) 8 min. gut-passage time

for Daphnia sp. fed bacteria from Kaiike,

(1 measured the rate of radioactive
14

on C and found

and

and----
that the of increased 0-10

minutes, then to decrease this

decrease as the of the egestion of labelled food

(1 mentioned that time or time is influenced

_.., ...__ ...v.. __ , their size, the ambient , and the amount of

food He noted that smaller have shorter times



than

11

and (1 suggested that one of the necessary

conditions for rates is that the

should be shorter than the gut-passage time. ( ) mentioned

that the use of radioactive food to measure rate to be

a method. He that the errors inherent in the method

are small and can be corrected It was found that the

errors were due to excretion of ingested tracer and a

initial

cent

of radioactive food Neither was than 3 per

D PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The ective of the was to test the

bacteria in meromictic Crawford Lake

make an contribution to the diet of the filter

...........? ........ ....,.. As there have been no on the

estimation of and clearance rates

for bacteria, this inves~4.~a~4vu constitutes an

addition to the scientific literature To test the

above, in situ tion and clearance rates were measured

noted
14

C

tracer and Shirouzu 19 Some additional

information such as and variation of

bacteria and ( , D. rosea,

were necessary in order to

estimate the seasonal between bacteria
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and Seasonal of the

, and

in,o"rder to ,characteri ze t"h.~ system.

such as dissolved oxygen,

were also

The small meromictic Crawford Lake was chosen for because:

1) meromictic lakes of

&.IV'VgJ.ll..Q.,LJ.J."-IL..V,LJ., 2) the small

contain a large

bacteria and filter feeding

basin lake facilitatedsize of this

measurements, and 3) the lake is also

activities of man

from the

Once the rate of of bacteria each

.g. rotifers, cladocerans) was estimated, it was possible

to use this information to to the lake as a Whole. In order

to do this, changes in the seasonal abundance of each of the

species had to be estimated. In addition, the vertical

distribution of each of these taxa was determined because it was felt

that a of the distributed would be

at the lake's chemocline where the anaerobic bacteria

were concentrated.

E DESCRIPTION OF THE LAKE

Lake 1) is situated on the
0 0

Ontario, (43 28 5 W ) at an elevation of 156 meters above mean sea

level The lake a sided conical with a mean

and maximum of 10.3 and 23 meters The lake



covers an area of 22000 sq.meters (Severn 1982) It has one inflow at

the north end and one outflow at the south end. The lake is well

13

from the wind the deciduous-coniferous forest

and the

was

dolomite cliffs. A more

Dickman and Severn press)

des of the lake



1. Contour map of Crawford Lake with one
indicated X. and 1978)

station
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. MEASUREMENTS OF LIMNOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

16

Four were measured the

( October, 1981 to December, 1982) Measurements

of these were necessary to characterize the lake and the

influence of meromixis on the vertical distribution of dominant

were water

and bacteria. Parameters included

( May to December, 1

and dissolved oxygen These were used

to determine the of the chemocline and the bacterial

Measurements of were made from a

station ( .1 ) twice each month at 1 meter intervals from the lake's

surface to a of 20 meters Careful attention was to the

maintainence of a consistent

of inves .... ..lI.,~~ ......... ""A..II.

the entire
-1

in micro mhos.cm. was

measured a YSI Model 33 Meter The same meter was

used to measure the
o

in C and these data were used to
o

correct to 25 C An Oxygen Meter Model
....1

was used to measure the concentration of dissolved oxygen in mg 1 at

1m intervals down the of the water column. Dissolved oxygen as
-1

mg.l was then converted to per cent saturation of dissolved oxygen
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-2
was measured in a

Meter ,Inc Model LI-158B). On some dates it was

not possible to measure some dissolved oxygen

and ( less than 5% of the total ) due to

instrument failure at

B. COLLECTION AND ENUMERATION OF ZOOPLANKTON SAMPLES

were collected from a single station near the

center of the lake ( .1 ) collected over 2 meter intervals

from the surface to 20 meters with a net

(32 cm diameter and micron mesh size). At each interval,

the net was up 2 meters and closed

a messenger. 141 liters of water

the net net were concentrated into a 250 ml container

secured at the cod end of the net were in 4%

buffered formalin solution and to the for

identification and enumeration It was assumed that Brige-Juday closing net

was 100% efficient in filtering water through it.

A Leitz ( Diavert ) Inverted at 250X was

used for identification and enumeration were identified

), and(

dates all the

Brooks (1957), Ward and

et al (1971). On the first few

to

were enumerated 10 ml QJVj,,&.UOq;;;&..uUJ..Il.~'O. Mean values
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were calculated as individuals per cubic meter of water Later When it

was to calculate the 95 per cent confidence limits,

variations were found among the counts As a result

was concentrated

was counted the 4

and K.,

was

4 showed 5 to 10%

and the whole

was

(

) were counted. Variation among 3

enumeration

dominant

estimated on one occasion. Among the 20

into 10 ml

variations and less than 5% variations were observed among the rest of

the

C COLLECTION AND ESTIMATION OF BACTERIOCHLOROPHYLL

the of May, 982 to December, 1982, were

collected from the chemocline ( 14-16 m ) in order to the

bacteria was

and seasonal changes in the abundance of

1
bacteria. The abundance of

vertical

measured in mg per liter of water. On all

dates ( ) were collected at every 10th of a

meter from 14 to 16 meter A pump 20 m of

of 2.5 cm internal diameter was used to collect

from the desired collected were filtered a 68

micron mesh net to remove the These were stored

in 500 ml dark brown bottles and to the

further .... .L~.... IJ'C;;.II..L~,a. .... ..II.V.L£...,. On the same day of collection, three 50 ml

1. The dominant form was Ch1orobium phaeobacterioides (~ontesinos 1983).
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filters with their concentrated

0.45 micronwere filteredfrom each 500 ml

filters The

bacteria on them were dried and in the dark until

the was for

pigments were extracted in 30 m1 of an acetone:methano1:disti11ed water

solution ( 80:15:5; et a1 ) When the extractions were

, filters were removed and the samples were analysed

On the first day of analysis it was found that

the acetone solution bleached the

absorbance values in

and thus lowered the

was resolved

the amount of time between extraction and

this observation the rest of the

2 minutes of extraction. An Aminco DW-2

were done within

was used for these • Variation in

concentrations among the three was minimal. However, the

mean values were calculated to express the actual concentrations The

absorbance values were converted into mg Bchl per liter of water

the

mg ( Bch1 )

of Takahashi and Ichimura (1968):

10.2 X D X F

volume ) / ( Filtered volume ).

D=

F=

Absorbance at nm.

10 2= Extinction coefficient for Bchl at nm.

concentrations at every 10th of a meter were used

to estimate the vertical distribution of these bacteria Peak

in the abundance of the

datesonconcentrations among the vertical

were used to compare the seasonal

bacteria.



D. METHODOLOGY FOR ZOOPLANKTON FEEDING ON PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA

20

of and D rosea, on

bacteria was conducted on five dates (June 13,

27, , and October 15) The

were similar to those of and Shirouzu (1978) with certain

modifications such as i) incubation under water; ii)

before .... .&. "'_IbJ' ...... JI.. v 11"-"-"- ....._"--10-."'-; iii) the with

distilled water, 1 % Hel, and 0.85 % NaCI solutions before

for the scintillation counter Consecutive for the entire

are described below.

) Incubation of
14

bacteria with NaH CO
3

Water bacteria was collected a
14

pump .These bacteria were incubated with C. The

attenuation of by the dense bacterial was used to

determine its location This water was filtered a 68 micron

mesh net to remove were stored 8-liter

incubation bottles The incubation bottles were covered using a

black bag to the bacteria from shock at

intens Water in the incubation bottles was incubated

with 50 ml of 10 micro curie NaH CO solution. Then the incubation
3

bottles were lowered down to the which the initial



was taken The normal incubation was 4 hours (10 am to 2
14

After incubation, water with C-labelled bacteria was

21

used for the filtration studies

14
ii) Incubation of with bacteria

for incubation with C-labelled

bacteria were collected about 10 to 15 minutes before

the 4-hour incubation described above had for

these were from the same as that from which

bacteria had been the same

mentioned earlier for collection Collected were

a 68 micron mesh net to remove the unlabelled

Dark brown

bacteria.

) pyrex bottles were used as

chambers Seventeen such bottles were in a row and were

further dark bags Each bottle was filled

with incubated water
14

C labelled bacteria.

The time series of the were 0,1,2, ••• 15,16

minutes

each

collected in one tow were released into
14

bottle C labelled bacteria

After the prescribed time interval of in each

bottle were anesthesized with lime water ( 1978) and

were in 4 per cent formalin in each



bottle was and to the

22

for measurements.

iii) Determination of of the

In the zooplankton in each bottle was

into species Each group of species was washed in ml of

distilled water, 25 ml of 0.85 per cent NaCl, and 25 of 1 per cent
14

Hel washing was done to remove the C may have been

adsorbed to their surfaces. Then 10 of each were

in a scintillation vial 5 ml of Tissue Solublizer

.C.S Amershamsearl). After 7 , 10 ml of Scintillation

Cocktail .S.C. Amershamsearl) was added. Three vials for each

and each time interval were for scintillation ___ ".... These

vials were in the dark for 72 hours. After a second in

dark each vial was in the Scintillation Counter (Searle, Delta

300, Scintillation ). Each vial was counted for 20
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done on one occasion to see the effect of the undissolved shell of

sp on the measurements. For this purpose

numbers of unlabeled were in scintillation
14

vials the same of NaH CO solution. Different vials
3

to maximum 10

showed a variation ofnumber (1 to 10) of
-1

80 cpm.ind from the minimum of 1

iv) Measurement of rates of individual species

The inflection in the curve of time

against was as the gut -pas sage time or

time (Haney 1973b) Thus the at the inflection

time was used to calculate the rates. For the measurement of

rates, it was necessary to estimate the concentration of

bacteria and from this the per

bacterial cell in the initial incubation bottle was calculated.

each in the incubation bottle was

bacteria were counted a

a Leitz ( Diavert ) Inverted microscope at

was used. Later, cence was installed

Concentrations of bacterial cells were in number of cells per

ml of water. To measure the of bacterial cells,

three 100 ml from the initial incubation bottle were

filtered o. micron filters. Then the filters were

dissolved in 5 ml of Tissue Solublizer. After 4 , 10 ml of

scintillation was to each the dissolved
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filter. of the bacteria per m1

of water was measured the scintillation counter The number of

bacterial cells per ml of water was with the cpm per ml of

water to calculate the bacterial cells

rates of the two of was calculated as
-1 -1

rates of cells.ind hr ) and clearance rates of
-1 -1

water ind. hr.). and Gilbert's (1982) were used to

calculate the rates and clearance rates. The are:

ind. X 60 minutes

timecell X

-1 .....1
Rates (II of cells.ind hr.

Clearance Rates
-1 -1

of water.ind hr
/I of of water

Rates •

PCR
-1 ...... 1

)= ICR X PD X 24 hours

PCR = Clearance Rate

ICR Individual Clearance Rate

PD Dens (ind .m. )

The results of the and variations of

and bacteria and the es timates of on

those bacteria are described in the next section
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RESULTS

A~ LIMNOLOGY OF THE LAKE

The regular of Crawford Lake and the of time

(October, 1981 to December, 1982) over which the

was carried out have demonstrated that the lake is distinct

meromictic~

i) in Crawford Lake

Seasonal in Crawford Lake (Fig.2)

demonstrated the thermal

to

of a meromictic lake~ Surface
o

to 25 C in
o

from 2 8 C inat the chemocline (

water varied from

o
6.9 C in October however, in the summer months the range was much

o
narrower .8 to 5.7 C)~ Below the chemocline (1

o 0

varied from 3 8 C in to 6.4 C in November

Adeabatic noted in Crawford Lake

(Figs 5--7) of as a funct ion of

is characteristic of meromictic lakes~ Similar

have been Hammer et al ( ) in

Waldsea Lake. Wetzel ( in

the monimolimnion were due to metabolism. While Cole (1979)

that it was due tOback' ~radiation'in",deep·,lak'es and direct

solar radiations in shallow meromictic lakes In Crawford Lake it was

due to both and influences



2 Isotherm
and time in

of
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ii) Attenuation in Crawford Lake

28

Vertical differences in attenuation the of May

to November are shown in Table 1. The

as a function of is shown in Table 2. A ( ) of

the surface were attenuated in the 5 meters CD It was

also observed that during the summer months, attenuation in the

5 meters was higher than in late spring. This can be attributed

to the of the 1

Maximum amount of attenuation (97%) on was coincident

with the bloom from the oxygen

that time (Table 2)

Below 10 meters, attenuation was very low and from

of 14 meters (Table 1).

1 to 3 per cent of the surface
-2 -1

)lEn.m.s to a

(Table 6) 1 to 6

The below 14 meters was always less than per cent of

the incident surface • At 15 meters
.....2 -1 .....2 .....2

from 0 002 on August 26 to 3 .m.s on

June 27 extinction of at 15 meters was attributed

to the of the dense of

bacteria in Crawford Lake

iii) }?"rofi'les ~ in Crawford Lake

Seasonal in the conduct are shown



Table 1· it Summer and fall intensity ..... \JVV.LLVV_..L..L...Luj:" iles in Crawford Lake ( intensity in uEn.m.

[Depths
in m ........ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 16

Dates

May 27 973 973 233 219 170 122 78 68 66 32 24 19 13 6 2 0.10

Jun.13 973 488 365 245 183 110 86 49 37 13 6 4 2 o 01

lun It 27 665 446 219 198 159 132 90 60 41 31 21 14 10 7 5 3 0.80

lTul.ll 352 213 120 76 57 38 20 15 10 3 o. 0 3 0.22 <,.001

Jul.25 804 584 180 75 46 26 17 12 9 7 5 4 0.12 0.03

Aug.09 1141 854 488 330 232 110 103 61 35 24 7 5 4 o. i02 ~.OOI

Aug.26 781 437 317 219 81 73 61 39 27 17 13 8 5 2 1 0.02 o. 2

Sep.Oa 973 365 244 219 19 83 60 44 29 21 14 5 2 0.17 o 01 .(.001

Sep.19 973 488 293 204 166 100 66 37 22 10 7 5 3 3 0.01 001

bct.03 781 219 171 98 66 51 24 15 11 7 5 3 2 o. 0.12 0.02

pct.IS 357 200 130 42 38 18 11 9 5 3 2 1 0.54 0.02 ~.OOl

Nov.IS 310 184 98 71 35 8 24 16 10 9 4 3 3 1 0.51 o. 4'.001

N
\D
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Table 2 attenuation of surface
function of

as a

in * * * * Per cent of surface
meters * 0....5 * 5.... 10 * 10....15 * available at the chemocline

* * * * at 14 meters * at 15 meters

27,82 * 87 % * 10 % * 3 % * 0.62 % * 0.21 %

* * * * *
Jun.13,82 * % * 09 % * 2 % * 0.40 % * 0.21 %

* * * * *
Jun.27,82 * 82 % * 16 % * 2 % * 0.75 % * 0.45 %

* * * * *
Jul 11,82 * 89 % * 09 % * 2 % * 0.12 % * 0.06 %

* * * * *
Jul 25,82 * % * 02 % * 1 % * 0 12 % * 0.01 %

* * * * *
Aug 09,82 * 90 % * 08 % * 2 % * 0.35 % * 0.0002%

* * * * *
26,82 * % * 08 % * 2 % * 0.12 % * 0.002%

* * * * *
.08,82 * 91 % * 07 % * 2 % * 0.02 % * 0.001%

* * * * *
19,82 * 90 % * 09 % * 1 % * 0.31 % * 0.001%

* * * * *
Oct.01,82 * 93 % * 06 % * 1 % * 0.08 % * 0.011%

* * * * *
Oct.15,82 * 89 % * 09 % * 2 % * 0.15 % * 0.006%

* * * * *
Nov.15,82 * 91 % * 08 % * 1 % * 0.16 % * 0.006%

* * * * *



in .3 the entire of ~~,~~~~~u, the vertical
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of showed a similar

is characteristic of most meromictic lakes et a1

from the surface to a of 14 meters

showed very little changes Exceptions to this occurred

the summer months when an increase of 70 to
-1

100 umhos.cm was recorded between 3 and 7 meters (Figs. ). This

increase _""'.IIi'"".. .......~ ..."\_....'\ .......... to the zone of maximum 1!"'lI.""'W'F'IF'~:"'v1f"l.IIJ~'~4.4.JI."'~_"'A. dissolved

oxygen cells at may enhance the electric current

of water and increase the water's

increased below 14 meters and

increased below 16 meters .3). The of

incraese of in the monimolimnion remained

the same the entire of inves~~.~Q~""'~.L.L (Figs.5-7).

A chemocline 1m thick has been

Hammer et al ( in Waldsea Lake which was not observed in Crawford

Lake However, the in the monimolimnion was not constant

and varied within the year Minimum and maximum monimolimnetic

were recorded June and

Similar shifts in been Northcote and

(1969) in the meromictic lakes of British Columbia The reason

for these shifts was not clear. Hammer et al (1978) mentioned that it

was associated with a record rainfall, but no between

rainfall and increased was observed in Crawford Lake



corrected
as a function of

and time.
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iv) Dissolved oxygen in Crawford Lake

The upper mixolimnion was

.4). Saturation down to maximum

saturated with dissolved oxygen

of 14 meters was observed in

late November, 1

the same time in

meters (Fig 5).

( 5). This was associated with fall mixing. At

, the lake was saturated with oxygen to 9

December, 1982, the dissolved oxygen

saturation was observed at 12 meters. Thus the lake appears to have

mixed oxygenated water into the thermocline one month in

1983 due to wind action and homothermal condition

November

the summer and fall of 1 occurred in

was first observed onthe mixolimnion

meters This was associated with the summer

25 at 5

bloom of the

increased in concentration and the zoneyear

of

to a of 9m.

moved downward the late summer and

were associated with

fall

thermocline

of the

in the

of the anoxic

at the

from the lower mixolimnion

fall, oxygen

more severe and the

In summer andchemocline (

mixolimnion was

Dissolved oxygen was

with and was

moved up from 15 meters in late to 12 meters "in mid November

matter

can6-7) This severe oxygen

of dead and

jus t befare fall

be the



4 Isobar of per cent saturation of
as a function of and time

oxygen
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5. (.-------..) ,
Dissolved Oxygen (. ~

(October 18, 1981 to March 21,

and
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andFigure 6 (.----- ...), Specific
Oxygen (. .)

(April 4, 1982 to 25, 1982)
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and7 • (.---- ----e) ,
Dissolved Oxygen ~ ~

9, 1982 to December 6,
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which removes the oxygen in the lower mixolimnion and Artuz

1978) the fall in , 1981, the of the anoxic

went down to 16 meters .5) An isothermal

was evident that time .8).

Location of the chemocline in Crawford Lake

The location of the chemocline in a meromictic lake

on which is chosen to define the chemocline

were made to locate the chemocline the of

the year

and (1982)

increase of

to use oxygen

varied0 -H S . As the of this
2 2

and did not demonstrate the same

it was believed to be

as a to locate the chemocline

reached the similar conclusion.

was found to demonstrate the best

the of the chemocline.

the entire the mixolimnion increased:,abruptly in

5-7). Moreover, the were not

affected by the shifting environmental conditions.

(1982) mentioned that for their lake

were rather than and hence were not

j to use in their However, in Crawford

were rather than



8.

ice-cover

in the
Crawford Lake

.....-.........._..... )
the
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aM

~ ilie

the~~~~~~'~, and there was never any in

of the chemocline on any date.

(1982) the thermal a hint of the

chemocline When the of the monimoimnion is warmer than the lower

mixolimnion.



B. TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF DOMINANT ZOOPLANKTON SPECIES
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i)

pulex attained its maximum mean abundance in late May

with four smaller in November, and December

ED 9) A minimum mean size was observed in late March • Its

was low during the winter months.

Daphnia
......3

ind.m in

was found at a minimum size of 14
~-- -3

at 0...... 2 meters 9) However, 7,390 ind.m of

this were at 0...... 2 meter in Its

were low late winter and Three smaller

were observed in May, and December. size of D

were summer and fall of!! pulex

showed decrease with the winter

months its showed a below 2 meters

Whereas the summer months declines with were

more -.............' ..... _""'....... CD On 7 dates winter and summer,

showed its maximum abundance at the chemocline fewer in numbe r ,

was also below the chemocline

ii) rosea

The abundance of rosea reached a in summer and

remained the fall and winter .10). late

winter and its to its lowest levels



9. Vertical and
pulex

distribution of
in meters)
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In the surface water rosea reached a maximum in the

winter and declined in March. Its remained low

late winter and __ ~_~~~. Late summer of

rosea were and increased in fall Subsurface

4 meters) showed considerable decline with

the entire of , but it was more

the winter months was in the anoxic monimolimnion on

all dates and early March (Fig.l0) A
-3

maximum monimolimnetic of 922 ind.m was observed in

waters .10). The reasons for this are

discussed later

iii) Survival of in the anoxic monimolimnion

On June 09, , three tests were carried out 'to

measure the survival time of in the anoxic

monimolimnion ( For this purpose, collected from the

anoxic monimolimnion were in at the chemocline It was

found that 50% of the net tow died in 20 to 25 minutes

and the rest within the next 75 minutes.



lD.Vertical and distribution of
rosea in Crawford Lake in meters)
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Distribution of and
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the entire it was noticed that no

color or other than or red) were found

above meters. The percentage of ~~~~ increased 6

meters with and oxygen concentrations. The

vertical distribution of and Daphnia on a

date are shown in 3. Moreover, Daphnia were not found in the

anoxic waters. A similar condition was noted from Crawford Lake

and Rigler (1978) However, that no red )

were found above 8 meters. also that between 11

and 12 meters paphnia increased from 5% to 100% My

inves ......... s;;..""""" ......... ...., ...... indicated that the per cent increase of was

more gradual However, below meters Daphnia 100% of

the This was attributrd to the fact

that lose their from their fluids in well

aerated water and in water low dissolved 1 )

The mean of reached its maximum

during summer, declined in fall and increased in late fall

.11). winter the declined and remained low until
-3

May. A maximum abundance of 5,267 ind.m was observed in late

t However, at the surface ( its peaked in

and in Increases in abundance with
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Table 3. Vertical distribution of
Crawford Lake on June 9, 1 and
of Prepas and Rigler (1978)

Daphnia in
""'_JlJlJl.lo'lI;,........... __ ...A with the results

in of from
meters the 1978)

* * * *
0-2 * * 0 * 0 * 0

* * * *
2-4 * 70 * 0 * 0 * 0

* * * *
* 36 * 1 * 3 * 0

* * * *
6-8 * 80 * 20 * 20 * 5

* * * *
8-10 * 1 * 250 * 63 * 100

* * * *
10-12 * 12 * 120 * 91 *

* * * *
12-14 * 8 * 90 * 92 *

* * * *
* 0 * 150 * 100 *
* * * *

16-18 * 0 * 38 * *
** * * *

18-20 * P * * *



were also observed in the summer months The abundance maxima
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moved downward summer and were at their

at 12 meters. the winter of 82, the

was in the surface waters ( , and

below 4 meters .11)

Below 12 meters, declined and remained at low

and low the monimolimnion. The dhemocline

were low the entire of

in June, and At 16-18 meters

a abundance was on

vi)

cochlearis reached a peak in abundance in December and

decreased thereafter (Fig.1 • Three smaller were

observed in late and late fall (Fig.1 summer

were very low. The maximum and minimum mean
-3 -3

size was 72, ind.m ) and 76 ind.m in the

winter months X. was abundant in the upper mixolimnetic

waters ( and decreased below 6 meters. At the surface

( reached its abundance in late with

smaller in mid winter, and late summer and late fall

ofb at the chemoc1ine were in

December, , and '-=_'1l"'ll1l""~""""h__ • Monimo1imnetic were also

low on those three dates 12)



11 distribution of
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12 distribution of
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c. TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA

Changes in the size of bacteria with

indifferent months were estimated the

of acetone extracts of from water collected

from selected chemocline .1 • The and

distribution of
-1

bacteria in mg Bchl.! was estimated

inand increased

a further increase to

Later in summer the

U~.V~'~~L'~~. In October,
-1

to 22 mg Bchl 1

the

concentration

of June,1982 to December,1982.
-1

concentration was low (30 mg Behl.l )
-1

June Maximal concentration of 81 mg Bchl.l was observed in late June
-1

and declined to 21 mg Bchl.l in early
-1

mg Bchl.lconcentration increased to
-I

60 mg Bchl.l in late

December.

The vertical distribution of bacteria at the

chemocline (14- showed a sharp increase and attained a

peak at a of 15 meters (Fig 1 of

these peak densities differed on different dates from

.5 to 15 3 meters. In June the maximum concentration was at

15 2 meters and moved up to 15 0 meters late June This

concentration remained at 15.0 meters until mid In late the

bacterial moved up and their densities observed at

14.5 meters. Later, the concentrations shifted down to

.9 meters in and to 15.1 and 15.2 meters in



13 vertical distribution of
in Lake
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late and for late
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at 15.2 meters

and late December

with a shift to 15.3 meters in November,

D. ZOOPLANKTON AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA

of on bacteria were

carried out five times in the summer and fall of 1982 By the

of C....labelled bacteria as a function of

time (0.... 16 minutes), it was demonstrated that for both Daphnia

and rosea the linear increase in within a

range of 7-9 minutes ). Th.ese time were used to

calculate the and clearance rates of both of

for different cell concentrations of food Food concentrations,

sage times, of individual and

bacterial cell, and clearance rates are described and the

data in Table 4 The concentration of labelled
6 ....1 6-1

bacteria from 1.4XIO cells.ml in to 9.7XI0 cells.ml on
5

June 27. The tion rates of from 8.3XI0
-1

cells ind hr on June 13 to 14.6XI0 Clearance rates
-1 -1 -1

from 0 091ml ind.hr on June 27 to 1.00Oml.ind.hr on 9.
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October 15 and 0.089 on June 27 to O.
....1 -1

ind.hr on 9

69

of sp. on bacteria was carried

out once
-1 -1

cells.ind.hr

(August 9) and clearance rates were 599
-1 -1

and 0.42 micro liter.ind.hr

The

&

and vertical distribution of the
14

bacteria, and the results of the C labelled

bacteria in Crawford Lake are

described in the section
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DISCUSSION

A. TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ZOOPLANKTON

ice-out at the end of when the water

increased 2), and Keratella

increased Another was observed in

early August the algal bloom in late A similar

of was by Northcote and ( ) in

four meromictic lakes in British Columbia and Culver and Brunskill

(1 ) in the meromictic Green Lake. Abundance of all

was low winter.

The seasonal fluctuations of were related to

; George and Fernando 1969) Edmondson and

Litt (1982) mentioned that some increases in the size of the

inafter

the

due to less

organisms which

and Severn in press)

in winter was

coincided with or came

In the

suitable for

the abundance of food

abundance of K.

and abundance of

were

abundance at the

summer and low

mentioned that some

colder

,and

exhibited---
winter,

and

in the

Both

abundance in late summer (Figs.9-10) Wetzel (19

exhibit maxima at the surface waters

surface

summer

water

and metalimnion

in the

and in the colder

This abundance of

in
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9.....12) The

with

species

summer is most

near the surface. All 4

..... _'''-10'-& ........... _lUI. were abundant at 8 to 11m in summer

summer

evidence for this is based on my observation that dissolved oxygen

associated with maxima moved downward

from 5 meters to 11 meters (Fig. • In addition, as the

thermocline moved downward summer (Fige2), the

of the

abundance as inferred from

also moved down.

oxygen

B CHEMOCLINE AGGREGATIONS

On the some of the dates,..!? pulex and~. rosea were

in abundance at the chemoc1ine than in the 12 to meter

also exhibited similar(Figs.

adundance at the chemoc1ine .11), whereas..K. ~~:=.:::..:~~ did not

show such a substantial aggregation at that 12) Such an

accumulation or aggregation of c1adocerans and rotifers at the

chemoc1ine of meromictic lakes has been several authors

Takahashi and Ichimura 1969;

).and Shirouzu

that all

(Culver and Brunskill

Larsson 1971; Guerrero et a1

Northcote and (1)

lorus in Mahony and
-~----

Lakes in British

were restricted to the upper mixo1imnion. A similar has been

Swift and Hannner (1 ). mentioned that most
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were found above 5 meters. Sorokin (1 has evidence that

this aggregation of at the chemocline was stimulated the

of food for these sush as

bacteria. The same reason has been others and

Ichimura and Shirouzu 1978).

C MONIMOLIMNETIC POPULATION OF ZOOPLANKTON

were found in the anoxic

indicatedFigs.9-12) Several

ofAll four

monimolimnion (

that a very few were in this however,

also mentioned that those few found were dead or moribund

and

abundant

969; Swift and Hammer 1979) Others

in the anoxic monimolimnion and Brunskill

1969; Goeh1e and Storr and Shirouzu 1 During the

on Crawford Lake, taken from the

monimolimnion were alive and found to swim However,

their abundance in the monimo1imnion was very low. This occurence of

in the anaerobic water created a situation because

their presence and moreover,

weresure that thoseTo

toit was

their survival in

in there, collected several from the anaerobic

of instruments such as a

net, a Schindler-Patalas ...,"""u...DJ.&._ .... , a Van Dorn and a

showednet andBoth Clos

the same abundance Whereas the Van Darn and
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occurance at that a net was

the bacterial for 3 meters with the of a SCUBA diver

• The result of this tow showed an with

the net and Schindler-Patalas __ u.1I. ..........__ • It was

concluded that the 6.8 liter Van Dorn and the 12 volt fail

to the natural at low

densities.

were also found in the monimolimnion, but it was not

known for how could survive in anoxic waters. From these

observations it is believed that Daphnia do not in the

monimolimnion (16-2Om) for more than 20 to 25 minutes It is

that they dive down to the monomolimnion and swim up to the

aerobic water before their stored oxygen and Rigler

is consumed Usuki and ( ) that when the

dissolved oxygen concentrations was 5% saturated, all

died in 3 hours, Whereas individuals continued to swim in

water with the same concentration at least for a day. However, there is

no available about their survival in water without dissolved

oxygen Rotifers were also found in the monimolimnion, but it was not

known how could survive in anoxic waters.

D. TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA

The chemocline of meromictic lakes the necessary H Sand
2



1 )CO to the bacteria there and
2

In Crawford Lake, water collected from the chemoc1ine was in
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color It was found SCUBA that the bacteria

formed a 2 meter thick cloud on June 11, Hamner et a1 (1982)

a 3 meter bacterial in a meromictic

lake in Palau

is of the water from the bacterial summer and

f all months was

methods section. A maximum

a spectrophotometer as described in the
-I

of 81 mg Bchl 1 was recorded in

Crawford Lake. Two maxima one in late June and another in late

occurred 13-16). A smaller peak in the

bacterial was observed in late fi .. '11 .......... ll"'lI ..... The estimates of

than those

.....1
concentrations ( to 81 mg Bchl 1 ) were

-1
from lakes (6 to 18 mg Bchl 1 ; Takahashi

and Ichimura 1968) Severn (
..... 1

24 mg Bchl 1 •

a maximum concentration of

and Korthals (1982) mentioned that intens and

sulfide concentrations limited the position of bacteria

in Lake Vechten. meromictic Green Lake,

bacteria were found to be the snow and ice

cover and ) intensities

the bacterial in Crawford Lake were very low and from
-2 -1

o 002 to 3.00~En.m.s In meromictic Knaack Lake, Parkin and Brock

.m.s , however, at. the

(1981b)

0.5 to 2.0

that
....2 ....1

intensities at 2.2m were in the range of

Where sulfide was

the (2. intensities were much lower (0.05 to 0.5



-2 ...1
)lEn.m.s ) showed that the bacterial in
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Knaack Lake was at intensities less than 0.5
-2 -1

intensities more than O.SpEn.m.s were for

-2 ....1
.m. s but

of Fig.13 and Table 1 demonstrated that

the lower limit of bacteria at 16m was established

the intensities below 16m in Crawford Lake were
.....2 -1

less than 0.05 )1En.m •s on all but 2 sampling occasions Parkin and

Brock ( ) stated that below this intens photosynthetic

bacteria failed to occur.

the intensities the bacterial layer in

Crawford Lake were lower than the range from Knaack Lake, no

of low on the fluctuations of

bacterial were observed. The evidence for this was

the inconsistent between the changes in

at the bacterial and the bacterial

Severn ( reached the same conclusion

E. PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA AND ZOOPLANKTON

In Crawford bacteria were found to

demonstrate an inverse relation with the at the

bacterial .16) Such as on June 27 19 when

at the bacterial were very

bacteria were Moreover at densities



combined,

as

16 distribution of all 4 dominant
for the chemocline & for the entire water

bacteria at the chemocline
line
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mentioned that When the maximum

1 , and 09),

.16) This correlation may pos be due to a

effect of grazing on bacteria

However, this was not sufficient to conclude

control the bacterial inthat

Crawford Lake. Guerrero et al (

27,

was low

number of occurred in the water column of Banolas a

reduction of the total bacterial was observed

concluded that this was due to

F. TEMPORAL VARIATION IN THE DEPTH OF THE BACTERIAL PLATE

the location of the bacterial

is well documented in the literature

in meromictic lakes

and Ichimura 1968;

in

noted

; Hammer

, Dickman and Artuz 1978 & Parkin and Brock1

Culver and Brunskill

Hamner et al

the vertical

Northcote and

1a In the inves ....... jl;;;,.IbAo""..... _ , the of the maximum

bacterial dens was considered as the of the

A shift in was to indicate its

• The same was followed others and

1969; Parkin and Brock 1981a)

In Crawford Lake, the bacterial shifted from

14 5 meters on 25 to 15.3 meters on December 24 The changes in

the of the bacterial demonstrated in this (Fig.13)



17. concentrations
at the chemocline (
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may have been a response to changes in the

In the summer, the of the

of the 0 -H S
2 2

was at 15 meters

81

which was at the

algal bloom in late

meters, the

of zero oxygen concentration. the

as the 0 .....H S moved up to 14.5
2 2

also moved up to that . On the other

hand, in December, the maximum

bacterial dens was observed at 15.3 meters. Northcote and

(1969) a similar seasonal changes in the level of the

bacterial in both Mahoney and Lakes

mentioned that the of the bacterial increased in

as of the increased In

both lakes the down from 8.0 meters in to 9. 2 meters

in It was at 8 6 meters the fall overturn in

November. It can be suggested that in Crawford lake this in

the of the bacterial was two factors act

at different times of the year. the late spring and

summer organic matter from the upper mixolimnion

accumulated on or near the chemocline Where its continued

removed the dissolved oxygen the overlying water mass

(Figs 6.....7) This process decreases the thickness of the aerobic

This in turn the bacteria to move

up ("'-' ...... _........a.u............ and Artuz 1 ). However, the in Crawford

Lake did not move up to the of the anaerobic because of the

absence of H S above 14.5 meter. As the bacterial moved up to
2

.5m the oxidation of sulfide to sulfate the bacteria

fall water in the

lower and upper monimolimnion were mixed and intrusion of
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oxygen into the anaerobic water resulted in the mass

of the bacteria and Severn in press)

It is also believed that bacteria at the

established 0 -H S grow faster and attain the
2 2

The evidence for this is based on the of the bacteria at

the (15. on December 1

Parkin and Brock (198 that the bacteria

reached their maximum densities at the

were detected. Dr.

where neither 0
2

Thode of McMaster Univers

and H S
2

of

H S concentrations at the chemoc1ine indicated that increased
2

to below the chemocline in Lake. Dissolved oxygen was

never detectable at the of maximum bacterial

In the discussions, it has been mentioned that

aggregations of at the may

be due to the presence of these bacteria as a food source for the

In addition the coloration of the contents of

suggests that were feeding on the

bacteria. analyses of the gut contents of Daphnia spp. in

Lake (Severn 1982) demonstrated that were

bacteria Similar observations were made by several

authors (Sorokin 1 ; Goehle and Storr Swift and Hammer )

In the discussion more direct evidence of

on bacteria and their rates of will be
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In the , an "in situ" radioactive-tracer method was

to demonstrate the of on

bacteria under natural conditions '(1973b) three

inherent in this method: 1) the lack of assurance that all

of the food cells were labeled with C, 2) the

excessively long during which egestion

may have occurred, and 3) the absence of other and

forms Which may have influenced the rates

The first was eliminated in my because

bacteria were available at the chemocline their size

ranges were minimal (0.8-1. in and 0.7-0. in width; Severn

19 • The second listed above was resolved natural

of The was resolved

feeding runs for a time of

a to 16 minutes Egestion times for each of and

sp. were recorded radioactive per

individual against time

of

5 runs, the egestion time or

from 7 to 9 minutes 4)

time

the egestion times for both were within the same

range, the radioactive rates were more for than

for rosea~ This demonstrated that • ~ulex had a

rate than rosea. This agrees well with the estimates of Burns and

( ) for rosea (7 min) and & Shirouzu
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(10 min.) have been and ( While

(1973b) a shorter eges tion time (5 min.) f or ~. rosea. A much

lower range of times (2-5 min.) was Zankai (1983)

He that due to combined effects of the

summer, the time necessary for the food

concentrations of food relative to the
o

( 20-25

time and water

to pass the gut was shortened to 2-5 minutes He also mentioned

that gut-passage time or time was influenced the species,

their size, the ambient , and the amount of food

The did not demonstrate any consistent

times, body size and food concentrations.

were (1.1-1.6mm) than ~ (0.

their egestion times showed very little variations at similar food

concentrations. sp much smaller than exhibited

a 6 min. time This was much than for if

expressed in terms of size.

2), and therefore no(4.

at the chemoc1ine remained

the

the same

effect of time was

The in situ
5 5

8 3X10 to 14.6X10

rates of
-1 -1 5

cells ind.hr. and 8 1X10

D rosea
5

to 13 9X10

from
-1 -1

cells.ind.hr

The rate estimate for
-1 -1

( ce11s.ind.hr) and a clearance rate of O.
-1 -1

ind.hr was lower than for any of the crustaceans studied The

rates of and from 0 091 to
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-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
1.000 ml ind.hr ex: 0.613 ml.ind.hr ) and 0.089 to 0.929 ml ind.hr

-1 -1
cx= 0.593 ml ind.hr )

It was very to compare the estimates with

data because of the differences in the size of the animals,

size and concentration of food and the

duration of the . Starkweather et al (19 )
-1 -1

clearance rates of 0.3 .ind.hr for calycif lorus feeding on

bacteria. These agree well with the estimates for the

(5).similar sized species
-1 -1

also noted a similar rate of 0.3 pl.ind.hr

on yeast cells. Nauwerck ( )
-1 -1

between 0.1 and.2 ind.hr for a mixed

the clearance rates

of rotifers

was found to exhibit a clearance rate of 1.4Keratella
-1 -1

.ind .hr in an lake (Bogdan and Gilbert 1982) which was

3 times than the eS~.lU~~.~~. The range of

clearance rates estimated for pulex and D. rosea the

were similar to several estimates on different

1 ; Bogdan and 1 ; Zankai )

rates of species estimated by Paterson et al ( )
-1 -1

on bacterial cells (0.20 to 1.50 ml ind.hr ) were also similar to the

estimates Whereas the rates on were much

(Table 5).

Others times rates

McMahon and ) while some estimates were much lower than the

ones ( Nauwerck 1 and Hall 1975; Gulati 1

and Gilbert 1 ) It becomes from Table 5 that
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Table 5. Clearance rates of cladocerans and rotifers in the
studies.

and

Authors

*

000*
* Present*bacteria

Size of*Food cells *C1earance *
animals* *rates *

*

Species

Daphnia rosea *0.8-1.2 *
* *

Keratella sp * * *0.420)11 *
*1.2-1.6 *Chlorella *0.130-0.540* Zankai (1983)

cucu11ata * * *X=0.325 *

Daphnia *1.2-1.7 * *0.100-0 760*
hyalina * * *X=0.430 *

Daphnia *1.2-1.6 * *0.200-0.780*
galeata * * *X=O.380 *
---------------*--------*-----------*-----------*----------------------
Bosmina *.36-.42 *Chlamydomo-* 3.20 * Bogdan & Gilbert
longispina * *nas * * (1982)
---------------*--------*-----------*-----------*----------------------
Keratella * * * .40 *
cochlearis * * * *

)

)

Starkweather et al
(

00-6.00 *

*

*0 20-1.50 * Paterson et al (

*0.10-0.20 * Gulati (

,13-0 46 * & McNaught
* *

* o. * & Hall ( )

* *

* 33 * (

* *

* 0.3 )11 *

*ton

*bacteria

*bacteria +

*

*
*

*

*1 5-1 7 *
* *

*sp

Brachionus *
calycif lorus *

sp. *

sp * 2.4

sp *
*

* 1.3
*

* 1.4
*

galeata
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Table 5 (continued)

Authors* Size of*Food cells*Clearance *
* animals* *rates *

* *

Species

* *E. coli * 3.40 *McMahon &
magna * * * * (1965)

D. magna * * 2 70 *

Daphnia sp * *Yeast * 2.60 *Rigler (1961)

Daphnia * *Phytoplan-*.OO8-0.190 *Nauwerck ( )
longispina * *kton * *
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variable and arerates for a

influenced

are

a number of critical factors Gliwicz ( ) suggested

that crustacean and"rotifer rates based on a collection of

, lower than those for

fed on bacteria and

et a1

are with some

foods. Estimates for

corraborates this

bacteria sized

on one occasion 25), pulex exhibited higher

others

and Hall 1975;

and Peters 1980; Bogdan

have been

1973a;

the

~ (Table 4). The

appear to match with its

ingestion and clearance rates than

and clearance rates of

size. Similar

. and ; Burns 1968;

Hall et al 1975; Paterson et al

and Gilbert 1982; Zankai 1983).

clearance rates of both of were found to be

related with bacterial densities (Table 4). The highest clearance rates

were observed at the lowest bacterial densities

reverse of this was found on June 27. In other words, clearance rates

ofon the

ial relation was found for

and Gilbert (1982)

for and

mentioned that was

the variations in

a similar inverse

on • However,

the environmental factor

of demonstrated a strong

cells (Fig. 18). As a similar

.!!.. rosea, it is not shown in the

clearance rates

was

the season, While the concentration of food

the clearance rates at a

constant the was
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pulex.

between concentration of
and clearance rates of Daphnia
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o
constant (4 8-5 7 C) Thus Bogdan and Gibert's of the
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effects of food concentrations at constant agrees well with

my observations. also mentioned that could not determine the

mechanisms for the effects of

icle concentrations. Increased food concentrations may overload the

and cause to decrease even

the behavior of the animals did not change (Bogdan and Gilbert

• Starkweather et al ( ) that ingestion rates are

maximal values at the

densities tested The observations from this

arid rates did not demonstrate any consistent relation with

food Whereas it agrees with the observed

and Peters (1

H. IMPACT OF ZOOPLANKTON GRAZING ON PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA

As mentioned earlier in the introduction two works

(Sorokin Matsuyama and Shirouzu 1 ) on the feeding of

on bacteria, but those did not include the

estimations of rates Therefore, data derived in

this would increase our of the contribution of

bacteria to the diet of the filter

the inverse of

and bacterial densities as a natural condition

in the lake ), it appears that the edible



Table ,. ingestion and clearance rates of Daphnia pulex (D. p.),
Q.~ (D.r.), Keratella spp.(K.sp) feeding on

bacteria in Crawford Lake

ingestion
-3 -1

:rates(cells.m )

clearance:
-3 -1

:rates(l.m .day )
....3

(ind.m )

: D. p. : D CD r • : K. sp • : • :D. r .: K. s p

13: 199:107 :1364 : 1.90: 0.99:
9

:3.9XI0
------:----:----:-----:~---~:----~:-~-~----:-_._-~-_.--~--~~~---:-_.__._...._._-

Jun.27: 135: 78 : 750 : 0.30: 0.17:
9

:2.8XI0

Jul 25: 748:353 : 525 :11.88: 5.89:
10: 10:

:2.3XI0 :1.IXI0

10: 10
:3.3XI0Aug.09: :117 : : 5.62: 2.61: 0.023

10:
:7.8XI0 :36XI0

Oct.15: 936:458 :1278 :20 58: 9.55:
10: 10:

:3.3XI0 :1.5XI0
:--------:-~----~-:-----~--:---~---~-

Means :223 :2321 : 8.05 3.
10:

:1.4XIO :9
9
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photosynthetic bacteria are not able to grow faster than the loss caused by the

population clearance rates of zooplankton in Crawford Lake (Table 6). As zoop1a-

nkton population estimates and the in situ feeding experiments were carried out

on the same day, it was possible to couple the zooplankton population density

and the individual clearance rates to obtain the population clearance rates.

However, it was assumed that the ingestion and clearance rates of zooplankton

feeding on photosynthetic bacteria remained the same at different times of the

day. The noon hour (10AM-2PM) estimates of filtering rates were used to estimate

the population ingestion and clearance rates of zooplankton. I estimated that

on the average, Daphnia pulex, Q. rosea, and Keratella spp remove the parti-

culate material from approximately 8.0, 3.4, and 0.023 liters of water per

day respectively (Table 6).

The regeneration times of photosynthetic bacteria in Crawford Lake are

a function of temperature (5-6°C), light intensity (0.002-3 uEn.m~2s-l), and

H2S concentrations (O.l~l.O ppm, Thode 1983). On the basis of this it was

possible to estimate the range of regeneration times of photosynthetic

bacteria in Crawford Lake as 3-8 hours from the laboratory studies of Clayton

and Systrom (1978).

The concentration of photosynthetic bacteria in Crawford Lake ranged from

6 6 -1
1.4XIO to 9.7XIO cells.ml • This range of bacterial density was multiplied

by the range of bacterial regeneration times to estimate the daily production

of photosynthetic bacteria. From the daily production of photosynthetic

bacteria and the daily P9Pulation clearance rates of Daphnia pulex and Q. rosea,

their per cent consumption of the total daily photosynthetic bacteria were

estimated. For example, the average population density of photosynthetic

bacteria was 1.67Xl06 cells.ml-l . The regeneration times were used to estimate

their daily population density (Z.6XlO lO to 8.5XlOll cells.ml-l ). Considering
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the average daily consumption of Daphnia pulex (1.4XlO lO cells.m~3day-l), it

was estimated that Q. pulex removed 16 to 52% of the daily total photosynthe

tic bacteria in Crawford Lake.

r feel my estimates of the per cent consumption by Q. pulex and D. rosea

were overestimates because they did not recognize the importance of the

diurnal vertical migration of zooplankton. Edmondson and Litt (1982) reported

that Daphnia in the lake ecosystems demonstrate a distinct vertical migration

over 24 hour period. They also reported that the high abundance of Daphnia

occurred in the hypolimnion during the day light hours and in the epilimnion

during the night. No report is available on the diurnal vertical migration of

zooplankton in Crawford Lake. However, it was considered that zooplankton in

Crawford Lake would demonstrate a typical diurnal vertical migration with high

abundance in the deeper waters during day light hours and in the surface waters

during the night. It was also assumed that zooplankton in Crawford Lake feed on

photosynthetic bacteria during the day light hours and on the algae during the

night. As algae and photosynthetic bacteria had an approximately equal contri

bution to the annual primary production of Crawford Lake (Severn 1982), it was

believed that half of the food of filter feeding zooplankton in Crawford Lake

were contributed by the algae. Considering the assumption that zooplankton in

Crawford Lake feed on photosynthetic bacteria only during the day light hours,

it can be suggested that the actual per cent consumption of Q. pulex or D. rosea

should be only half of that estimated in the study. As a result, instead of

16-52% as stated above, 8-26% of the photosynthetic bacteria were probably

consumed by the Daphnia pulex in Crawford Lake .. Therefore the corrected per

cent consumption of Q. pulex and Q. rosea ranged from 8-26% and 5.5-17.5% of

the total photosynthetic bacteria respectively.
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CONCLUSIONS

experiments made it

~v~u~o~o, the result of the in situ

to conclude that a substantial

of theAs a

amount of bacteria were contributed to the diet of the

filter feeding zooplankton in Crawford Lake, Ontario It was also

As no

rates were not

and

process.

bacteria

estimation of

bacteria,

this

data suggest that clearance rates

times (3-8 hours) of

densities were controlled in

~~.r~~._. It has been estimated that on the

food concentrations.

concluded that despite the very short

information is

rates on

increases our

In addition, the

deceased with

bacteria their

by the grazing of

average, the

from 16 -52% and 1-35%

related to the food concentrations Both clearance and

rates per unit time for Daphnia pulex were more than that for

rosea. The between size of the animals and

in the literature.

to correlate with the

in Crawford Lake.

rates was similar to that

and food

in the abundance of

their

inf ..a.. __ ..... _..a.. ...... "...

, dissolved oxygen, and food can be suggested as the

factors associated with the vertical distribution of these
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Dissolved oxygen and sulfide concentrations limit the upper

attained the bacteria and

Below 16m below 0 05

was controlled
....1 -1

.m.s )

). The lower limit, however1969; Parkin and Brock

bacteria were unable to attain densities in

Crawford Lake

The seasonal wax and wane of bacteria in Crawford

Lake was found to be influenced by changes in dissolved oxygen

__ ......__ Jl..................... .a..V'.L&ti;;lI, and • lhe densities of

bacteria at the chemocline showed an

inverse

The of the bacterial changed

A vertical shift of 0 8m (14 s-ls.3m) was recorded. It is

believed that this shift in the of the bacterial was

inf ..II.""'._ .......__ u. the changes in dissolved oxygen and sulfide

concentrations at the chemocline.

of near the bacterial was observed

the .... .a..J~~~••v'u. It is believed that this aggregation

was stimulated the food source such as bacteria This

observation was similar to that in the literature.

and ~~~==~ were found alive and active in the anoxic

monimolimnion of Lake lhis observation allowed me to

to tolerate anoxic waters

However, it was not pos to how survive in the anoxic

waters 0 I this will stimulate further into

the mechanisms involved in the of these

in anaerobic water
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